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We are a fast-growing, AWS focused onshore/offshore AWS Premier Partner.
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We are a fast-growing, AWS focused onshore/offshore AWS Premier Partner



NorthBay is proud to have earned the AWS competencies through technical proficiency and proven customer success.


Learn More
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10+

Years experience with AWS





350+

AWS Certified Staff




50+

AWS Certifications









Solutions and Services
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Generative AI and AI/ML



NorthBay helps organizations identify generative AI use cases, enable AI Insights, develop new products, and manage LLMOps. Take advantage of our hands-on experience maximizing the value of all types of innovative AI/ML technologies â€“ including Generative AI.



Learn more
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Application & Data Modernization


At NorthBay we approach modernization through the lens of defining business outcomes first, and then evaluate the opportunities for rearchitecting, rewriting or re-purposing legacy custom applications and data…

Learn more
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Data Lake & Analytics



Wherever you are on the data modernization and data intelligence journey, NorthBay Solutions can help you optimize operations, drive innovation, and tap into new opportunities to generate revenue…



Learn more
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DevOps Enablement



NorthBayâ€™s decade of AWS experience has enabled us to create real-world DevOps methodologies and best practices that we share with our clients to help improve their process and accelerate their success beyond…



Learn more
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Cloud Migration Services



Cloud adoption has reached a fever pitch. More and more organizations are accelerating the migration of on-premises infrastructure and applications to the cloud in order to swap a costly, inflexible and monolithic environment…



Learn more
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Cloud Application Development


Cloud Native is about how applications are created and deployed, not where. Cloud Native applications are developed and deployed in an agile DevOps high velocity iterative cadence by small, dedicated feature teams to a …

Learn more








We are AWS Experts
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Solutions and Services
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Cloud Migration Services



Cloud adoption has reached a fever pitch. More and more organizations are accelerating the migration of on-premises infrastructure and applications to the cloud in order to swap a costly, inflexible and monolithic environment…



Learn more
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Application & Data Modernization


At NorthBay we approach modernization through the lens of defining business outcomes first, and then evaluate the opportunities for rearchitecting, rewriting or re-purposing legacy custom applications and data…
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Data Lake & Analytics



Wherever you are on the data modernization and data intelligence journey, NorthBay Solutions can help you optimize operations, drive innovation, and tap into new opportunities to generate revenue…
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DevOps Enablement



NorthBayâ€™s decade of AWS experience has enabled us to create real-world DevOps methodologies and best practices that we share with our clients to help improve their process and accelerate their success beyond…
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Cloud Application Development


Cloud Native is about how applications are created and deployed, not where. Cloud Native applications are developed and deployed in an agile DevOps high velocity iterative cadence by small, dedicated feature teams to a …

Learn more
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Machine Learning & AI


AWS Machine Learning (ML) is a machine service that allows you to easily build predictive applications, including fraud detection, demand forecasting, and click prediction. Using powerful algorithms that …

Learn more
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We are AWS Experts
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Education

We help institutions and ed-tech companies connect content and technology, deliver knowledge, and help our education customers achieve better student outcomes

Learn more
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Healthcare

NorthBay works with Healthcare insurers, providers, health-tech, and life science companies to accelerate modernization of global healthcare systems

Learn more
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Financial & Insurance

NorthBay helps our customers in the Financial sector to mitigate risks and accelerate product and investment insights. We partner with them to modernize their platforms

Learn more
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Media & Publishing

NorthBay has incredible experience, helping companies modernize how compelling media is created, delivered, and monetized. We accelerate and optimize the digital media supply chain

Learn more
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Tech & SaaS

NorthBay creates incredible partnerships with our high-tech and SaaS customers through core application modernization. We enable scale, agility, and create competitive advantage

Learn more
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Manufacturing

We deliver actionable, data-driven insights and incredible value by aggregating data (including that from Intelligent IoT devices) and consolidating data into a singular platform for data analytics.

Learn more
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Education

We help institutions and ed-tech companies connect content and technology, deliver knowledge, and help our education customers achieve better student outcomes

Learn more
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Healthcare

NorthBay works with Healthcare insurers, providers, health-tech, and life science companies to accelerate modernization of global healthcare systems

Learn more
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	Data Lab Design Workshop with CloudRail IoT Proof-of-Concept
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Transformation with partners
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Born in the cloud, 100% focused on AWS.



Learn more
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Migrating your SAP systems and data to AWS



Learn more
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IIoT based analytical insight for industrial applications enabled by CloudRail and NorthBay Solutions

Learn more
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Revolutionizing the way businesses interact with AI



Learn more
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What our customers say





“

NorthBay is truly a pleasure to work with. They are timely, professional, organized and dedicated to customer success. Their expertise in Big Data has helped us make more timely and informed decisions.




Graeme Canivet, Director of Technology





“
With its comprehensive offer of cloud native innovations, high reliability and customer centric orientation, AWS has remained the most trusted cloud brand.




Jack Christnovich, COO





“
We couldnâ€™t be happier with the partnership and overall value we receive from NorthBay. They truly are a strategic partner for Evisions and they operate on the basis of their â€˜OneTeamâ€™ model. This â€˜OneTeamâ€™ model is a critical element of our partnership. NorthBay understands our business, our goals, our objectives, our culture, and the value we are working to deliver to our clients.




Rick Vigils, SVP





“
I just wanted to take a moment to express my gratitude for the hard work, dedication, and technical approach of the team we use from NorthBay.

Again and again we bring concepts and ideas to the dev team. They work so hard to not just meet business commitments but also share ideas concerning the approach and size. They are always open to doing a proof of concepts and they never bring forth a problem or roadblock without also having an idea for a solution. Often, we end up with a solution that exceeds our expectations.

I am so grateful to this team. Their open communication has kept us on time every time and helps us to increase our velocity.




Technical Manager
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AWS Consulting Partner Award of the year 2021

Asia Emerging Markets







Learn more
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Blog

Cloud Migration to AWS: A Comprehensive Strategy Guide & Benefits
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Data Platform Accelerators for Financial Services
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Let’s talk about our IoT solutions

for your IoT landscape
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ISO 27001

System Certification









Call Us Today!

+1 (617) 433-9221

For Customer Queries:

info@northbaysolutions.com
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Stay up to date

Subscribe here to stay up to date on the technologies defining today and shaping tomorrow














Talk to an Expert about your Cloud Journey
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